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THIS YEAR, KLEIN & WILSON CELEBRATES its 25th 
anniversary trying and winning business litigation and legal 
malpractice cases. The firm has won over 90 percent of the 
cases it has tried. Klein & Wilson has recovered over $200 
million for clients and has won bet the company defense 

verdicts. Recently, the firm recovered $97 million in a breach of trust case, 
won $1.8 million in a legal malpractice case and won a jury trial in a share-
holder dispute which will result in an approximate $2 million judgment.

When asked why the firm has had such great success in the court-
room, founding partner Gerald Klein said, “Our success is tied to our 
unique method of evaluating cases and presenting them to juries.” 
Partner Mike LeBoff explained, “Unlike many of our opponents, we plot 
a trial strategy soon after getting retained. When we take depositions, 
we question witnesses as though we are in trial, not simply gathering 
information.”

The firm is a big believer in using multi-media during trial. Founding 
partner Mark Wilson said, “When we talk to jurors, we use unique images 
to tell our clients’ stories. Recently, we displayed a growing Pinocchio 
nose to make the point that defendants were lying.” The Orange County 
legal community agrees that Klein & Wilson is at the top of their field – for 
two years in a row, Gerald Klein and Mark Wilson were keynote speak-
ers on how to present closing arguments for the Orange County Bar 
Association College of Trial Advocacy.

Even though Klein & Wilson represents plaintiffs in legal malpractice 
cases, other lawyers hire the firm to handle their personal matters. After 
winning trials, Klein & Wilson gets calls from opponents, wanting Klein & 
Wilson to represent them in future matters. Even the firm’s opponents call 
Klein & Wilson when winning is everything.
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